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The Real Time Application

This application allows participants to get risk- and
shrinkage-adjusted “projected” odds ratios, with confidence
intervals, for determination of outlier status, for:
• 100 Essential models.
• With user-specified time ranges and time intervals.

What does “Real Time” mean?

While we are providing “real time” risk- and shrinkageadjusted outcomes… must be very careful to understand just
what that means.
In the previous presentation we saw what is involved in
our modeling process. It takes about 6-8 weeks to move data
from the Quintiles database to our internal tables, clean data,
run 197 hierarchical models, and construct and post reports.
How can this be done in real time?

What does “Real Time” mean?

The simple answer is that… what you may think that the
“Real Time” application is doing, may not be what the “Real
Time” application actually is doing.
We are not modeling in real time; we are applying
models in real time.
We are using parameters from historical models, with
extra-modeling shrinkage, to approximate what the (odds ratio)
results from actual, contemporaneous, hierarchical models
would look like - hence “projected”.

How do we get a projected odds ratio?
• We begin with an historical logistic model (which accounts for
patient and procedure risk) for each outcome
• Two essential shortcuts:
– Fixed predictor set
– 18 models or outcomes (not 100), followed by case filters

• When a case is complete, we use the logistic equations to
generate a predicted probability (E) for each outcome
• When a “request” comes in:
– we sum the Os and Es for the requested grouping of cases (e.g., by
specialty and time interval) – yielding a real time O/E ratio
– We apply a transformation to the logistic model O/E ratio so that it
looks like an hierarchical model odds ratio – a “projected” odds ratio

“Real time” and the SAR/ISAR gold standard

Our “real time” application is limited to what we’ve
determined to be a stable and well-studied set of outcomes
based on the Essential models.
In addition, we will continue to provide the “gold
standard” SAR/ISAR modeling results (not all vendors do this).
From a programmatic perspective, we believe that the
ACS NSQIP approach of providing Real Time plus SARs/ISARs
represents having the best of both worlds.
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The Real Time Application

This application permits hospitals to monitor risk-and
shrinkage-adjusted changes in performance over time, in real
time, and to anticipate profiling results as they would be
reported in forthcoming SARs and ISARS.
• Monitor effects of QI initiatives
• Detect emergent quality issues
– Both of these as adjuncts to control charts

• Anticipate SAR/ISAR performance

The Real Time Application - Performance
There are many reasons why real time projected odds
ratios might be dissimilar to those from SAR and ISAR odds
ratios.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The data included in a particular real time date range may not be the same as in a SAR or
ISAR date range.
Criteria for eligible cases have changed over time (Ns will be different).
Real time models use a different predictor set than used for SAR and ISAR models.
Real time uses 18 global models plus filters rather than 100 individual models
The real time model parameters are built from several years of data; these parameters will be
different from those estimated for any SAR or ISAR period.
Projected odds ratios are estimated by transforming logistic model O/E ratios. There is no
mathematical expectation that these projected odds ratios will be identical to SAR or ISAR
hierarchical model odds ratios

… So how close are projected odds ratios to standard SAR/ISAR
odds ratios? Are they close enough to be useful?

The Real Time Application - Performance

Sum (O-E)2
_______________

Values close to 0 are best
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Values close to 1 are best
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Not all models will look this good. Projected odds ratios
for models with smaller N will tend to be less consistent with
subsequent SAR/ISAR odds ratios.
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The Real Time Application

Processing time << 1 second

SAR/ISAR vesus Real time Comparison
SAR/ISAR

Real Time

Gold-standard estimates of odds ratios

Approximate (projected) odds ratios

Data are 6-18 months old

All data can be included - if complete

Evaluations every 3 months (SAR+ISAR)

Evaluations on demand

Outcomes are with respect to a SAR-specific
standard

Outcomes are with respect to a “quasi-fixed”
standard

1 year only

Many options for data intervals

Hospital profiling results will be balanced
around “average”

At some time points, all hospitals could be
“better” or “worse” than average

Findings pre-screened for information value

Findings can be non-informative

Flexible predictor set

Fixed predictor set

Findings are set-in-stone

Findings will “disappear” when base-models
are updated (hence “quasi”)

There are many ACS NSQIP participants and many opinions about varieties of useful
information. We believe that the availability of both SAR/ISAR and Real Time reports
offers distinct advantages.
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